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TERMS OF REFERENCE
Lesbian: A lesbian woman is
romantically and/or sexually
attracted to other women.
Gay: A gay person is romantically
and/or sexually attracted to people
of the same sex and/or gender as
themselves. This term is often used
to describe men who are attracted
to other men, but some women and
gender diverse people may describe
themselves as gay.
Bisexual: A bisexual person is
romantically and/or sexually attracted
to people of their own gender and
other genders. The term 'bi+' is also
sometimes used to describe the
multiplicity of bisexualities.
Transgender: A trans (short for
transgender) person is someone
whose gender does not exclusively
align with the one they were assigned
at birth

Intersex: An intersex person is born
with atypical natural variations
to physical or biological sex
characteristics such as variations in
chromosomes, hormones or anatomy.
Intersex traits are a natural part of
human bodily diversity.
Queer: Queer is often used as an
umbrella term for diverse genders or
sexualities. Some people use queer
to describe their own gender and/or
sexuality if other terms do not fit.
Ally: An ally is a person who considers
themselves a friend and active
supporter of the LGBTIQ community.
For further information on the
terms of reference please refer
to the Inclusive Language Guide
by the Victorian Government.

Pride in Water proudly acknowledges Australia’s
First Peoples as the original custodians of the
land and water on which we rely and operate.

and value that Traditional Custodians have
cared for and protected them for thousands
of generations.

We pay our deepest respects to their Elders
past, present and emerging. We acknowledge
the cultural, social and spiritual connections
that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
have with the lands and waters, and recognise

We also recognise and value the continuing
rich cultures and contribution of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people and
communities to the Australian community.
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Pride in Water is a
network created for
LGBTIQ+ people and
allies who work in
the water industry
throughout Australia.
This network is an
opportunity to create
a more inclusive water
industry for LGBTIQ+
staff, contractors,
customers and our
broader community.
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A NOTE FROM
PRIDE IN WATER
CO-FOUNDERS

"WE CARE ABOUT
THE PEOPLE WE
WORK WITH. WE
WANT PEOPLE
TO FEEL SAFE AT
WORK"

Coming out is a big thing.
To come out as lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, intersex
or queer to your friends, your
family and your workplace is a
big deal. It can be an amazing
and empowering experience,
or it can be quite traumatic.
For many LGBTIQ+ people,
‘coming out’ is something that
they might do many times a
week, even in the workplace
if they feel that it is safe.

IMAGE: Brendan Moore and Jacquie Moon at the Midsumma Pride march, February 2020
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Jacquie Moon and
Brendan Moore
As an industry, we care about people and our
customers’ access to a healthy lifestyle, including
clean water and sanitation, and the environment.
And we care about the people we work with.
We want people to feel safe at work. We want
people to know that diversity matters, and we
welcome the strength of that diversity in the
workplace, and in the water industry.
Pride in Water is about creating an industry
culture change. It’s about connecting LGBTIQ+
people and allies across water organisations to
create workplaces where people feel that not
only can they ‘be their authentic self’ at work, but
their diversity is actually seen as a strength to a
growing and developing industry.
We want to be able to create a network that
supports our LGBTIQ+ colleagues, customers
and contractors and encourages a workforce of
allies who champion this. Pride in Water’s rapid
growth since the early discussion in 2019 has
shown that the water industry is passionate
about supporting LGBTIQ+ people and is keen
to get behind the initiative.
While our plans for the first year of Pride in
Water have been affected by coronavirus, we
have utilised this time to embrace a more digital
approach to delivering content and broadening
our connections across the water industry. It has
been amazing to see how the water industry has
come together during these times to continue
to collaborate and form partnerships intent on
improving our culture of inclusion and making
our industry a safer place for our LGBTIQ+
colleagues, customers and contractors.
The silver lining of having to switch to a digital
approach is that it has levelled the accessibility
and inclusiveness of our events and content.
We have been able to include more people in
the conversation, regardless of their location,

delivering national and international events to
highlight the importance of LGBTIQ+ inclusion
in the water industry.
We are excited by what we have achieved so
far and how it has impacted our industry, but
we aren’t resting on our laurels. We intend to
continue to develop collaborative partnerships
and approaches to ensure that every aspect of
our industry is a place where all LGBTIQ+ people
can feel safe, included and valued.
We thank you for all the support you have
shown for Pride in Water so far, including the
outstanding contributions to this report. We
look forward to continuing to work with our
amazing partners and are excited about the
new partnerships yet to be formed. Working
together as Pride in Water, we are excited to see
what the future brings and how it will encourage
the continual growth of our industry.

Jacquie Moon (She / Her)
Co-Founder, Pride in Water
DAY JOB: Senior Graphic Designer,
Yarra Valley Water
GAY JOB: Works with LGBTIQ+ notfor-profits to assist with community
led campaigns
Brendan Moore (He / Him)
Co-Founder, Pride in Water
DAY JOB: Senior Project Manager,
Yarra Valley Water
GAY JOB: LGBTIQ+ Mentor for Out for
Australia and RMIT Pride Mentoring
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Pride in Water recognises
the pioneers of the
LGBTIQ+ community.
We acknowledge the
battles they have fought
and offer our sorrow
for the prejudices and
losses that they have
experienced in order
for us to be where we
are today. We promise
to continue the journey
until the goal of equality
and acceptance for all is
achieved.
6
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LGBTIQ+ pride in
the water industry
Pride in Water has a vision
for a water industry where
all LGBTIQ+ people feel safe,
included and valued.
It is an alliance of people and
organisations which connects
LGBTIQ+ people and allies
working in the water industry
throughout Australia. Our
shared purpose is to create
a more inclusive water
industry for LGBTIQ+ staff,
contractors, customers and
our broader community.

A SHORT HISTORY OF PRIDE IN WATER
The LGBTIQ+ initiative Pride in Water was
conceived at Yarra Valley Water following the
success of the staff-led LGBTIQ+ working groups
and the organisation’s meaningful workplace
cultural shift to driving a visible campaign for
diversity and inclusion in the workplace.
In 2017, following the launch of its first diversity
and inclusion strategy, the organisation initiated
its first LGBTIQ+ working group. Through the
active work of this group - including celebrating
LGBITQ+ inclusion days and having critical
conversations in the workplace - the organisation
realised the group’s impact on challenging
stigma, creating knowledge of lived experience,
and building a more inclusive culture.

IMAGE: Yarra Valley Water LGBTIQ+ working group participating in the all staff 'Celebrate Us' inclusion day
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I think it’s really important to have a network of
LGBTIQ+ people in our industry. It’s essential that
I feel safe and included at work and being able to
connect with other LGBTIQ+ people in the water
industry and hear about their experiences is a vital
aspect of that.
LAURA HAUGHTON, GRAPHIC DESIGNER,
YARRA VALLEY WATER

This LGBTIQ+ working group was developed
in the same year as the public vote for samesex marriage. In 2017, the Australian Marriage
Equality survey resulted in a divisive public
debate and significant isolation for many of
the LGBTIQ+ community, particularly those
in workplaces to understand their company’s
commitment to diversity and inclusion.
From 2015-19, through its internal diversity
census, Yarra Valley Water saw an uplift of
employees identifying as LGBTIQ+ from 16
to 30 (from 3.6% to almost 6.7% of our
workforce - of those that felt comfortable
completing the survey). This increase reflected a
number of changes in the organisation including

a shift in commitment to diversity and inclusion
more broadly, and a drive to become more
LGBTIQ+ inclusive. It highlighted a new focus on
creating a workplace where existing staff felt safe
being ‘out’ at work, as well as having a culture
which attracts new LGBTIQ+ employees into
the organisation.
Yarra Valley Water's focus on culture and
wellbeing allowed for its LGBTIQ+ working
group to thrive highlighting the importance of
LGBTIQ+ visibility and inclusion in the workplace.
By amplifying the voices of passionate LGBTIQ+
staff members and allowing them to drive the
LGBTIQ+ group, Yarra Valley Water saw great
success in its commitment to the inclusion of

IMAGE: Staff participating in rainbow face painting at Yarra Valley Water, 2019.
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IMAGE: Pride in Water contingent at the Midsumma Pride march, February 2020.

LGBTIQ+ staff at the organisation. Buoyed by
the success at Yarra Valley Water, Pride in Water
was first conceived as an LGBTIQ+ network to
share the accomplishments and collaborate
across the water industry to tackle discrimination
and create a ubiquitous inclusive industry for
LGBTIQ+ people.
The concept of Pride in Water was initially
discussed with the other Victorian metropolitan
water organisations to garner interest. It
quickly became apparent there was a need
for collaboration in this space. From the initial
conversations with three metropolitan water
authorities in March 2019 to the digital launch of
Pride in Water on ‘Wear it Purple Day’ on August
30, 2019, all 19 Victorian water corporations,
VicWater and the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) had
agreed to support Pride in Water. The Victorian
water industry had declared their interest in
collaborating to connect, share and learn from
each other, and develop new ways to ensure that
all LGBTIQ+ people felt safe and valued at work.
The engagement with water corporations more
broadly around Australia suggests that they too
are facing similar challenges to the Victorian
water industry. This highlighted the need to
reach out to others and explore what might be
possible if we were to tackle LGBTIQ+ inclusion
together as a united national front.

In 2020, with the support of Yarra Valley Water's
and Pride in Water’s executive sponsors, financial
and in-kind resourcing have been provided to
support the development of a model that will
eventually be self-sustaining and able to support
the Australian water industry towards being an
inclusive workplace where LGBTIQ+ people feel
safe, included and valued.
With the backing of supporters from across
Australia, Pride in Water has had a range
of early successes including:
► All 19 Victorian water authorities signing on
at the soft launch of the alliance as well as
15 MD messages from water authorities
► Launching a website and social media
channels, including Facebook, Instagram
and LinkedIn
► Hosting a co-design workshop that engaged
36 people from 25 organisations to create a
vision for Pride in Water
► Taking part in the Midsumma March (LGBTIQ+
Pride March) with nearly 60 participants from
organisations across Victoria
► Presenting Papers at OzWater 2019 and 2020
► Presenting at the Pride in Practice conference
► Hosting national events during coronavirus
restrictions to connect LGBTIQ+ staff and
allies.
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WATER – INCLUSION
IS OUR BUSINESS

According to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO): Inclusive
society is defined as a society for all,
in which every individual has an active
role to play. Such a society is based on
fundamental values of equity, equality,
social justice, and human rights and
freedoms, as well as on the principles
of tolerance and embracing diversity1 .
LGBTIQ+ people have an increased risk of
disadvantage and poverty in comparison to nonLGBTIQ+ people. Discrimination is one of the key
factors which can exacerbate this disadvantage,
resulting in periods of unemployment, workplace
discrimination and salary gaps, despite evidence
of higher levels of education. This is further
exacerbated by poor health and access to some
forms of healthcare, and many experiencing
homelessness during their lives2.
Compared to the general population, LGBTIQ+
people are more likely to attempt suicide, have
thoughts of suicide, or have engaged in selfharm, in their lifetime. For example, LGBTI young
people aged 16 to 27 are five times more likely
to attempt suicide in their lifetime, with 16%
reporting that they had attempted suicide3.
As an industry, we deliver essential water
and sanitation services to Australians. These
services reach from the cities through to our
regional towns and country areas. Our industry

FOUR OF THE UNITED
NATIONS SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
THAT PRIDE IN WATER
RESPONDS TO:
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is essential for keeping our population healthy
and thriving. As an essential service, we are
constantly planning how we can protect our
precious resource and provide water for the
many generations to come.
Our industry commitment is to enrich the
communities of Australia with our water
services. We also understand that providing
water is not only essential, it generates broad
economic, environmental and social value to
all stakeholders. We are better placed to deliver
this value, when we understand and harness our
diversity, and create workplaces, supply chains
and customer experiences that ensure everyone
can be their best.
The water industry is focused on supporting
and serving communities. This commitment
to community forms a key value for most,
if not all water authorities. As an industry, we
have broadly committed to helping to deliver
the United Nations Sustainability Development
Goals (SDGs), one of which is focused on
reducing inequality. For LGBTIQ+ people, Pride
in Water aspires to fulfil SDG3 (good health
and wellbeing), SDG5 (gender equality), SDG10
(reduced inequalities) and SDG17 (partnerships
for goals).
Further to this, our commitment to LGBTIQ+
inclusion and improving the wellbeing of
LGBTIQ+ people enables us to fulfill some
of our industry commitments to the SDGs.

THE EVIDENCE SUGGESTS
THERE IS MORE TO BE DONE

Despite good intentions and
commitments to inclusion in recent
years, research tells us that many
LGBTIQ+ people still do not feel safe
and valued at work.
In 2014, a report by the Australian Human
Rights Commission indicated 11 in 100 people in
Australia identify as LGBTIQ+. It also stated that
almost 50% of LGBTIQ+ people felt compelled
not to reveal their sexuality or gender identity
at work for fear of isolation, discrimination or
abuse4.
More recently, the Diversity Council and RMIT
released the report Out at Work From Prejudice
to Pride5 which stated that 45% of people
not out at the workplace were less likely to be
satisfied with their job.

47% of Public Sector
LGBTIQ+ employees
believe their workforce
supports inclusion10

67%

67% of Australian
LGBTIQ+ people
have encountered
homophobia at work9

In a 2019 study on workplace inclusion, 44% of
LGBTIQ+ workers had personally experienced
discrimination and/or harassment in the past
12 months6.

"LGBTI YOUNG PEOPLE
AGED 16 TO 27 ARE FIVE
TIMES MORE LIKELY TO
ATTEMPT SUICIDE IN
THEIR LIFETIME, WITH
16% REPORTING THAT
THEY HAD ATTEMPTED
SUICIDE2"

In 2018, PWC and Pride in Diversity
prepared a report called Where
are all the women7? This report
surveyed same-sex attracted
women within the workplace, and
indicated that 29% believed being
same-sex attracted would inhibit
their career progression.
For LGBTIQ+ people, stigma,
homophobia, the anticipation of
harassment and the lasting effect
it has on mental health all
contribute to the higher risks of
depression, anxiety and suicidality.
The Pride in Water initiative is
an opportunity to create a more
welcoming and inclusive water
industry for LGBTIQ+ staff,
contractors and customers, and
to challenge the existing stigmas
that exist for LGBTIQ+ people in
the workplace.

Our vision for
Pride in Water
Inclusion and equity are rights
to be afforded to all humans.
For the water sector, it is simply
the ethical and responsible thing
to do, to ensure that everybody
feels safe and valued at work.
Economic modelling based on Deloitte's8
found that the economic benefit for a more
inclusive society is to be $12.7 billion annually.
Approximately $5 billion of this overall figure
represents higher productivity from more
creative and innovative workplaces where
employees experience greater inclusion.
Organisations that create an inclusive workplace
are shown to have higher productivity and better
staff retention.
Research from the Diverisity Council and RMIT5
stated that LGBTIQ+ staff that were out at
work were:
› 50% more likely to innovate than workers
who were not out to everyone
› 30% more productive than those who were
not out at work

Our vision for Pride in Water, is for all LGBTIQ+
people to feel safe, included and valued within
the water industry.
Pride in Water is an opportunity to lead, by
carving out a safe space across the entire water
sector for LGBTIQ+ water professionals to feel
empowered to contribute to our industry and
the broader community. We want to tackle the
attitudes, behaviours, policies and practices
that perpetuate discrimination and exclusion.
Creating a sustainable network like Pride in
Water is an opportunity to provide support and
guidance for other water authorities on their
LGBTIQ+ inclusion journeys and build a better
practice model for the inclusion of the LGBTIQ+
community with the water industry. This will
be possible through a community of practice
and leadership. Initiatives can be shared and
championed across the industry where they
arise in individual organisations, coupled with
leadership from Pride in Water to drive best
practice through connection with other industry
wide peak bodies, governments and LGBTIQ+
organisations.

› 28% more likely to provide excellent customer/
client service

I could not be prouder about my workplace’s pride in diversity.
GWMWater are quite explicit in their support of LGBTQI+ workers,
with posters and policies in place. More importantly, from my
experience I feel GWMWater really do walk the talk and have fostered
an inclusive culture within the business. I feel well and truly accepted
and have no fear about being open about my sexuality at work.
PATRICK QUAINE, WATER RESOURCES PLANNER,
GRAMPIANS WIMMERA MALLEE WATER
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CREATING A BETTER
PRACTICE MODEL

Pride in Water provides a
platform for the water industry
to partner together toward
BUILD A
better practice for LGBTIQ+
SUSTAINABLE
ORGANISATION
inclusion. Our partnerships
will be across the sector and
with relevant community
organisations to drive the
following strategic goals:

BUILD
CONNECTIONS

FOSTER A MORE
INCLUSIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE
INDUSTRY

BUILD CAPACITY
TO THRIVE

BUILD SAFER
CULTURES AND
WORKPLACES

Figure 1: Pride in Water's better practice model for LGBTIQ+ inclusion in the water indsutry.

Pride in Water will build connections and facilitate
collaboration across the water industry to reduce
the inequalities experienced by the LGBTIQ+
community and work towards building inclusive
cultures and networks which value and support
all members of our community.
By working together and forming partnerships,
Pride in Water will ensure a welcoming,
innovative and prosperous water industry for all
LGBTIQ+ professionals and the communities we
serve through:
› Building a strong culture of respect,
inclusion and connection for LGBTIQ+
people both within our workplace and our
broader community
› Raising awareness of LGBTIQ+ issues through
education to promote respect and inclusion

› Educating the water industry on how to be
leaders in valuing diverse thought
› Raising the importance of LGBTIQ+ equality to
be a key consideration of human rights within
the water industry
To cater for this, Pride in Water has sought
the input of a diverse range of organisations
to ensure the level of support and guidance
it offers is fit for purpose and ensures that all
organisations have an achievable pathway
to LGBTIQ+ inclusion in their workplaces regardless of their geographical location. The
journey of understanding the problems LGBTIQ+
people face across the Australian water industry
from our co-design forum in October can be
found on page 19.

PRIDE IN WATER CO-DESIGN REPORT 2019-20
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UNDERSTANDING HOW
PRIDE IN WATER FITS
IN THE WATER INDUSTRY

WATER
AUTHORITIES

REGULATORS
& DEPARTMENTS

WATER
CAMPAIGNS

LOCAL
COUNCILS

SERVICE
PROVIDERS

CONSULTANTS

OTHER
UTILITY
INDUSTRIES

RESEARCH
BODIES

PRIVATE
UTILITIES

CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTORS
OUR
CUSTOMERS

OTHER
NETWORKS
& INTEREST
GROUPS

SUPPLIERS
COMMUNITY
ORGANISATIONS

Figure 2: Understanding how Pride in Water sits within the water industry and beyond.
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Co-Design Workshop
Overview
The co-design forum was
hosted in Melbourne on October
18, 2019. It was an opportunity
for us to bring together a
diverse range of organisations
and individuals to network,
learn and work together.

TIME

ACTIVITY

10 AM

Open and scene setting

10:50
AM

Collaboration as a way of tackling
complex problems

12 PM

Understanding the problem

12:30 PM Lunch
1 PM

Exploring challenges and causes

2:40 PM

Afternoon tea

2:55 PM

Prioritisation

3:25 PM

Looking to the future

4 PM

Close

Thirty-six representatives from 25 organisations
met in Melbourne to discuss ‘how can we
design an LGBTIQ+ pride network for the water
industry’. The organisations covered five different
states - New South Wales, South Australia,
Western Australia, Queensland and Victoria.
Of these, four were national organisations
including regulatory bodies, consultants and
service providers and 21 were government
organisations or authorities.
The workshop was facilitated by Victoria Thom,
an Accredited Partnership Broker and Trainer with
the UK-based Partnership Brokers Association.
Victoria stressed the importance of agreeing on
how we would work together before we jumped
into getting a deeper understanding of our
context and challenges, and brainstorming ideas
to overcome them.
The workshop kicked off with introductions and
gave everyone an opportunity to share what they
hoped to achieve in the day. Many participants
mentioned the value of hearing what others were
doing, hoping they might take back ideas to their
own workplaces for how they could continue
growing LGBTIQ+ diversity and inclusion and
encourage leadership support for the work they
were doing.

IMAGE: Particpants at the 2019 Pride in Water co-design forum
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IMAGE: Particpants at the 2019 Pride in Water co-design forum

LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS FOR HOW
WE WORK - PARTNERING PRINCIPLES
As a foundation for working collaboratively,
Victoria introduced us to the principles of
partnering, that build on over a decade of global
partnering practice by the Partnership Brokers
Association. They are:
Valuing DIVERSITY – because we need to bring
together people who think differently in order to
solve complex problems and create new ideas
and solutions.
Building EQUITY – this is about creating balance
of power and fairness in how we work; everyone’s
voice must be valued, people should participate
in decisions that affect them, and everyone must
be supported to contribute in their own way. This
is essential to create mutual respect.
Being OPEN – authenticity and vulnerability are
critical ingredients in building trust. Withholding
information or coming with a “hidden agenda”
can impede the group’s ability to work together.
Look for MUTUAL BENEFIT – we all stand to
benefit from a more inclusive industry, this is no
place for competition. If everyone can see benefit
in participating, we will maintain commitment to
the initiative.
Being COURAGEOUS – working with new people
and in complexity is naturally uncertain, and
often difficult. When our preference is to shy
away from such things, what is really needed is
for us to step up, persist and be brave in order to
breakthrough and transform systems, structures
and mindsets.
16
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How will we
work together
We brainstormed and discussed
these principles and explored how
we would put them into practice
when working together as Pride
in Water. These are the primary
themes that emerged:
► We will be brave, respectful, open
and self-aware
► We will create a safe, open space
that is inclusive of all
► We will collaborate, listen and
appreciate diversity
► We will listen, share, learn and
support each other in this journey
► We will share the load and get
stuff done

COLLABORATION CASE STUDY

Thriving Communities
Partnership
Valuable insight came from Ciara
Sterling, the Chief Executive Officer
of the Thriving Communities
Partnership (TCP).
Ciara shared her experience of working with
other organisations stating that “partnership
brokering a is fundamental part of the Thriving
Community Partnership”. She went on to say:
“My experience in creating effective spaces for
change is through lived experience. It’s having
tough courageous conversation that will help
people understand how they contribute to
someone’s experience.”

Thriving Community partnership is
a platform for change. It's creating
new norms.
CIARA STERLING, CEO OF THE
THRIVING COMMUNITIES
PARTNERSHIP
IMAGE: Ciara Sterling at the co-design forum, 2019

TCP’s vision is that everyone
has access to the modern
essential services they need to
thrive. Its strategy is built on
the foundation of connecting
organisations from across
industries (financial services,
utilities, telecommunications
and transport) and sectors
(government, community
organisations, businesses
and academia). This is a prerequisite for building capability
across the essential services
ecosystem and driving change
for people experiencing
vulnerability .

OUR STRATEGY
Connection

Capability

Change

Build deeper
connections and
networks for
collaboration and
platforms for
collective learning
and action

Build our collective
understanding
of vulnerability
and increase our
collective capability
to better support
people across
Australia

Establish platforms
and initiatives
for place-based
and national
collaboration for
impact
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS

The co-design forum was an opportunity to
explore how we look at complex problems. Using
‘Ishikawa’ diagrams, we were able to explore
some of the challenges that may be contributing
to the experience of LGBTIQ+ community within
the water industry, and build our understanding
of the contributing causes.

A supportive work environment
for me as the parent of a gay
child, means I don’t feel forced
to hide the fact my son is a
drag queen and I can share his
journey and successes as the
proud parent I am.

We broke into small groups to look at our
challenge areas, define a problem statement and
then brainstorm the contributing factors and
root causes.

ADAM GLASSON
GOULBURN VALLEY WATER

An example of a causal analysis diagram can be
seen below in Figure 3.

Team/
organisation
culture

Other?

Attitudes
& Behaviours
(LGBTIQ+people)
Unconscious bias

Capacity
to speak out

Social and
political climate

All LGBTIQ+ people
do not feel safe, valued
and included at work

Limited
training &
support

LGBTIQ+
rights
Religious
discrimination
bill

Trauma

Unconscious bias

LGBTIQ+
voices in
leadership
Organisational
governance,
policies,
processes.

Low Awareness
Attitudes
& Behaviours
(Others)

Figure 3: Ishikawa diagram to support root cause analysis
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS
OUTCOMES
Using the Ishikawa model, we broke into smaller groups of roughly six people to explore a challenge
area in more detail. Each group defined its problem statement and identified some of the causal
factors that might be contributing. A synthesis of this is captured in the table below.
Challenge area

Problem statement

Insights into the problem

Attitudes and
behaviours of the
LGBTIQ+ community

Internal and external prejudices › Internalised LGBTIQ+ homophobia/
are holding the community back
transphobia / bi phobia
› Gender inequality
› External transphobia / biphobia /
homophobia / bias tribalism / norms

Attitudes and
behaviours (others)

The attitudes and behaviours
of others can cause LGBTIQ+
people to not feel safe,
included, valued and equal

› Current culture is not inclusive
enough
› Lack of knowledge and ignorance
among others related to LGBTIQ+
discrimination
› Lack of broader industry awareness
and inclusion across the supply chain

Team/organisational
culture

Lack of awareness of how
organisational governance,
policies and processes impact
LGBTIQ+ community

› Targets can limit discussion on
diversity and inclusion
› Is there sufficient diversity of input
to policy development?
› Diversity is not always seen as a
‘performance enhancer’

Organisational/
governance/ policies/
processes

Team/organisational culture is
› We need a platform to connect each
not creating a safe and inclusive
other within and across organisations
environment for LGBTIQ+
› We need a blend of compliance,
employees
training and inspiration to build
awareness and capability
› Leaders as diversity champions

Social and political
climate

Social and political climate
polarises rather than
harmonises

› Much of our society is
“unquestioning” – we need
positive and negative stories
to build awareness
› Meaningful connections and
conversations are needed to break
people out of their bubble
› UN SDGs do not have LGBTIQ+
specific targets – yet they are
grounded in human rights

PRIDE IN WATER CO-DESIGN REPORT 2019-20
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS
continued
With a deeper understanding of what was driving certain problems, groups were able to identify
potential interventions that could address these. The small groups then came together to present
their findings and share the most powerful ideas they had generated. These were prioritised into three
types, based on their potential impact on the problem, and how difficult they would be to implement.
Impact/Difficulty

Ideas for action

Medium/high impact
and relatively simple
to implement

› Celebrating visibility days
› All organisations to have pride networks
› Regional pride networks (linking up)
› Awareness training for staff and leadership
› Inclusive policies and inclusive language practice across
all organisations
› Visible symbols to identify the water industry as a safe space
(rainbow flags)

Medium/high impact
and more complicated
to implement

› Equal and consistent approaches across all organisations
(particularly in smaller regional organisations that have fewer
resources and capacity)
› Addressing the fear of getting it wrong
› LGBTIQ+ water industry mentors

Medium/high impact
and more difficult
to implement

› Creating safe, fun and inclusive spaces (not just for LGBTIQ+
people but potential allies too) so that people can ask
questions, learn, open up and participate in conversations to
help break down stigmas, stereotypes and assumptions
› External marketing as water sector as an inclusive workplace
› Inclusive supply/value chain

What is needed to support
and sustain Pride in Water
The final brainstorm of the day was to explore what participants thought were
critical steps to ensure that Pride in Water was established in a way that it would
add value well into the future. The key points the group identified included:
› Define a partnership/membership model for Pride in Water that allows organisations to
contribute to the operations in a way that is commensurate with their size
› Ensure Pride in Water has access to resources and budget to establish and run its
collective agenda
› Build an inclusive model that allows participation for regional organisations
› Share resources across our network to support learning
› Co-ordinate joint events and accessible ways for all partners to be included
A further breakdown of the responses can be viewed in the appendix on page 34.
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Where to
from here
HOW MIGHT PRIDE IN WATER
ACHIEVE OUR VISION?
As a new network, we will explore how to provide
support and guidance for other water authorities
on their LGBTIQ+ inclusion journeys, and create
a better practice model for the inclusion of the
LGBTIQ+ community within the water industry.
This will be possible through a community
of practice, collaborative partnerships and
the elevation of LGBTIQ+ leaders. Ideas and
initiatives can be fostered from across the water
industry and guided by Pride in Water to drive
industry best outcomes. Pride in Water will
advocate for LGBTIQ+ inclusion across the water
industry, including with industry regulators,
associations, departments and governments
while also authentically connecting with
LGBTIQ+ community organisations.

It's so important that everyone
feels safe in the workplace
and LGBTIQA+ people should
feel safe in regional Victoria in
regional water corporations
RO ALLEN
VICTORIAN COMMISSIONER
FOR GENDER AND SEXUALITY

DESIGNING FOR THE FUTURE

Develop strategy and plan, including
budget for adequate resources
In 2020, Pride in Water was provided with
financial support from Yarra Valley Water
to establish and develop an initiative which
will be able to service the entire Australian
water industry. The funds are an investment
with the aim to be recouped as Pride in
Water establishes a sustainable business
model. This initial seed funding will help cover
labour costs involved in establishing Pride in
Water, purchase and production of collateral
(ie websites, social media and t-shirts) as
well as the funding events and networking
opportunities for the Pride in Water network.

To Consider:
► What are the key resources needed for
setting up this network, particularly during
the COVID-19 period
► What will be the ongoing resources
required ito run Pride in Water in
the future?
► How would Pride in Water generate
funding?
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DESIGNING FOR THE FUTURE
CONTINUED...

Develop a membership and financial model that
encourages tiered contributions from participating
organisations to sustain the initiative
Membership contributions will allow Pride
in Water to return some of the initial
investment to Yarra Valley Water and will
allow it to move into being sustainably
viable. A membership and financial model
will need to be developed which allows for
funds to cover the ongoing costs and future
expansion of Pride in Water as it continues
to grow. As Pride in Water seeks to work
with the entire Australian water industry
to increase LGBTIQ+ inclusion, a tiered
membership model is the most equitable
way to ensure a fair and reasonable
contribution from members.

To Consider:
► How do we create a model of membership
that enables Pride in Water to be
sustainable, yet is accessible for all water
authorities to participate?
► How will we create value and benefit
for members?
► What are the things that differentiate
Pride in Water from other membership
organisations?

Develop communications and events strategy

An immediate need is to create a
communication pack for the water industry
to explain Pride in Water. It’s an opportunity
to introduce Pride in Water and gain
collective support.
Other key communications are:
› monthly newsletter
› social media posts
› resources for organisations
› information flyer on Pride in Water
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To Consider:
► How does Pride in Water build trusted
relationships with the LGBTIQ+
community more broadly?
► Can we make Pride in Water events that
unite water industry?
► A working group to help coordinate these
events and communications is proposed
as part of this report

DESIGNING FOR THE FUTURE
CONTINUED...

Ensure regional connection
One of our initial motivations was to make
an LGBTIQ+ network that was accessible
for everyone - from the major cities and
suburbs out to the regional water authorities
around Australia. Consideration for regional
connections was a key outcome for the
co-design forum, with valuable input from
regional participants. We understand that a
one size fits all approach won’t be effective
in creating safe LGBTIQ+ communities in
regional Australia.
The success of creating a pride network that
can include our regional partners explored
different avenues to do this.

To Consider:
► Many of the metropolitan water
authorities have larger access to LGBTIQ+
community connections
► Using technology to our advantage,
as we have seen through coronavirus
networking (coffee roulettes)
► Participating in regional community
festivals will be an important part of Pride
in Water

Develop a HR policy and training guide, including an
inventory of existing training providers
To implement organisation change, LGBTIQ+
inclusion practices needs to be included with
in workplace future strategy, and existing
employment policy.
We understand that for workplaces to
understand this work, LGBTIQ+ cultural
awareness training needs to be available for
HR staff.

To Consider:
► A template for a water industry Pride
action plan should be developed in
collaboration with the support of
HR departments

Universal gender and sexuality inclusive
language that reflects the Victorian
Governement's guidelines should be
included in ongoing practise.
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Proposed
Structure
Having the important
conversation around creating
a sustainable organisation
allowed us to look further at
the structure of Pride in Water.
To be able to tackle some of
our immediate goals, there
were some key ideas that
linked to the structure of the
organisation.

We understand that our governance and
structure will likely change as Pride in
Water evolves, so we will continue to assess
arrangements that are fit for purpose. As an
immediate solution, Pride in Water proposes
the following structure:
1. An Operations/Lead team (co-founders
Jacquie and Brendan) that would collaborate
with other key stakeholders. This function will
set strategic direction and be accountabie
for partner engagement, revenue generation,
financial management and working group
coordination. It be auspiced within Yarra Valley
Water and report directly to the Yarra Valley
Water Executive team.
2. Three working groups that focus on specific
areas of development.

Industry
Stakeholders

EXEC
SPONSOR

Advisory
Group

LEAD TEAM

National
Partnerships

WORKING
GROUPS

Pride in Water
Network

Figure 4: Proposed structure of Pride in Water for initial foundation
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Next
Steps
The co-design forum was an exciting way for us to bring a range
of passionate people into the room to talk about creating inclusive
safe spaces for LGBTIQ+ people in the water industry. We are all
excited about the opportunities for Pride in Water and how we
can combine our unique skills and networks to build this powerful
network around Australia.
A critical part of the next phase is to create a
structure for Pride in Water and gain financial
support. The three key elements to this involve
creating communications that support the
initiative, partnering and helping people get
involved and driving a strategic pathway that
defines a focus for Pride in Water.
We hope that you can join us to bring our vision
to life in every workplace across our industry and

help us build an influential network that supports
LGBTIQ+ staff and contractors so everyone feels
safe to be themselves at work.
We would like to thank all of the individuals and
organisations that took the time to participate in
the co-design forum. This day was an important
step forward in mapping out how we can create
a future water industry that reflects the diverse
community that we service.

Organisations Participating
in the Co-Design Forum
► Barwon Water

► GWM Water

► Urban Utilities

► Central Highlands Water

► Melbourne Water

► Veolia

► City West Water

► SA Water

► VicWater

► Coliban Water

► South East Water

► Wannon Water

► Department of
Environment, Land, Water
and Planning Victoria
(DELWP)

► South Gippsland Water

► Water Corporation

► Sydney Water

► East Gippsland Water

► Water Services
Assoication of Australia
(WSAA)

► GHD

► Thriving
Community Partnerships

► Goulburn Murray Water

► Unity Water

► Synergy 2030

► Yarra Valley Water
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Appendix 1:
How do we want to work together as Pride in Water
(today and in the future)
The following responses were from the co-design brainstorming sessions, which invited everyone to
contribute to the topic.
Discussion Category

Notes from participants

Respect

› Respectfully
› Nobody take offence but always be respectful

Collaborate

› Synergy
› Collaborative, accountable, connected with momentum
› Collaboratively
› Including cross organisational collaboration as part of the conversation

Listen

› Creating space to hear people’s diverse perspectives
› Actively listen!

Be Brave

› Courageously, openly, with purpose
› Going beyond traditional thinking
› Being courageous - being brave

Safe, open space

› Creating space, take the time & allowing the conversation, questions
› No judgement
› Safe space to share and learn
› Openly share experiences good and bad
› Safe to be vulnerable, proactive, a force

Inclusive

› Revolutionary, empowering, encouraging

Open

› Transparency
› Understand how we can obtain power balance - messages for all levels
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Appendix 1:
How do we want to work together as Pride in Water
(today and in the future) continued
Discussion Category

Notes from participants

Share, learn, support

› Communicate and share ideas
› Ensuring there is a platform where we can share stories and get advice
from others quickly and efficiently (IT, Meetings, newsletter, sharepoint)
› Sharing stories and sharing resources
› Embed our learnings across the broader organisation and groups - it's
about inclusion for all humans after all
› Support one another for accreditation with AWEI (Australian Workplace
Equality Index), ACON's Pride in Diversity Awards, etc
› How can we share the great work we are doing with others? Our
customers, other Industry?
› Sharing our current networks’ progress
› Learn from mistakes, don't be afraid to fail
› Opportunity for rural organisations to get together and connect and
share, provide a safe space for our staff
› Potential to share employee engagement data for learnings that relates
to creating a safe and inclusive workplace
› Shared events together - eg Midsummer Pride March, Big Day Out/
conference

Appreciate diversity

› Push beyond the L & G and to achieve true inclusion
› Understanding the different ways of thinking from our LGBTIQ
community

Self-aware

› Suspend your own internal, moral story
› Acknowledging everyone can have a lived experience of the LGBTIQ+
community
› Openness to others’ unconscious bias and investigate yours to be better
equipped for change management

Share the load/work

› Being aware of over-utilisation of one person (with lived experience)
that may not want to be the spokesperson always but has an
empowering story
› Don't rely on the only gay in the village!
› Keep each other accountable

Do stuff

› Promote Pride In Water to the broader community and industry to
support and attract great employees
› Do stuff, progress over perfection
› Submit an application for AHRI D&I conference about this group as a
pilot project

Appendix 2:
Group response to understanding the problem
The following responses were taken from the co-design brainstorming sessions, where participants
broke into groups to discuss the topic. These were there responses.

Group 1: Internal and external prejudices are holding
the community back
► INDIVIDUALS INTERNALISED LGBTIQ+ HOMOPHOBIA / TRANSPHOBIA/ BI PHOBIA
Simple

Complicated

Complex

Mental health

Equal and consistent
approaches across all
organisations, particularly in
smaller, regional organisations
that have fewer resources
and capacity.

› External marketing as water
sector
as an inclusive workplace

► First aiders and training
► EAP
► Accessible resources
► Peer support / mentoring

► Twinning program

LGBTIQ+ groups / networks

► Sharing resources

► Awareness, pride education

► Educating key people

► Common resources on
LGBTIQ+ community, info,
support

► Providing people with
lived experiences

LGBTIQ+

► Partnerships with LGBTIQ+
organisations

► Champions, mentors
and buddies
Unconscious bias training
► GENDER INEQUALITY
Simple

Complicated

Complex

Women

› Living wages

► Respectful conversations
and spaces

› Offering childcare

► Parental leave

› Revaluating / changing
recruitment and
promotion structures

► Flexible work

› 4-day work week

► Pay, career advancement

Gender education – what is
gender, sex etc
Non-binary policies, processes,
languages, spaces
(Paid) leave for
people transitioning
Unconscious bias training
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Appendix 2:
Group 1: Internal and External prejudices are holding
the community back (continued)
► EXTERNAL TRANSPHOBIA / BI PHOBIA / HOMOPHOBIA / BIAS TRIBALISM / NORMS
Simple

Complicated

Education and awareness

Equal and consistent
approaches across all orgs,
► Stories of lived experience
particularly in smaller, regional
Celebration and Pride networks organisations that have fewer
resources and capacity
Cultural and behavioural
expectations and
zero tolerance

Complex
Shifting social norms
Equal laws
► Lobbying / advocacy
Pushing for standardisation
of LGBTIQ work places in job
apps

Inclusive policies and
languages, recruitment,
performance reviews, etc
Senior champions
External campaigns, messages,
communication, etc

Group 2: The attitudes and behaviours of others can cause
LGBTIQ+ people to not feel safe, included, valued and equal
Culture

Lack of Knowledge and
Ignorance

Lack of Broader Industry
Awareness

Leadership 3/3

Training

Inclusive supply/value chain

Training

Inclusive/social events

Embedding systems, policies,
processes to ensure everyone
feels safe, included and equal

Story telling

Networks
Celebrating visibility days
Visible symbols for creating
safe spaces
Enable Water Industry Rainbow Accreditation
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Appendix 2:
Group 3: Lack of awareness and impact on inclusion
► INDIVIDUALS INTERNALISED LGBTIQ+ HOMOPHOBIA / TRANSPHOBIA/ BI PHOBIA
Simple

Complicated

Complex

Diversity is not seen as a
‘Performance Enhancer’

Who is writing Policy?

Meeting Targets (D&I)

► Representative group
of people

► Move conversation away
from specific “targets”

► Reference group

► Replace with a vision/
goal statement

► Sell the benefits of diversity
► Show the increase in
innovation and productivity
when people can be their
whole self
► More engaged employees
► Diversity attracts
diverse talent
► Welcome voices from
other industries into
the conversation

► Cross-sector sharing
► Don’t add for the sake
of adding

► Manage the conversation
upward and outward

► Willingness to change

► Understand people are
not numbers

► Welcome voices from
other industries into the
conversation

► Get why targets were created
and what they expect.
► Challenge the idea

Building the Business Case
for Diversity

Group 4: Team/Organisational Culture is not creating a safe
and inclusive environment for LGBTIQ+ employees
► PRIDE NETWORK (connectivity platform)
Simple

Complicated

Complex

All organisations have
a network

Across organisation, combine
regional networks

Mentoring/connected program

► EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
Simple

Complicated

Complex

Digital learning and support
this for all staff

Addressing the fear of getting
it wrong

Personal stories

Compliance
Discrimination Act
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Appendix 2:
Group 4: Team/Organisational Culture is not creating a safe
and inclusive environment for LGBTIQ+ employees
(continued)
► UNQUESTIONING SOCIETY
Simple

Complicated

Complex

All leaders are Allies

Mentoring program

‘How to’ create an
inclusive culture
Understand benefits of a
diverse and inclusive culture

Group 5: Social and political climate polarises rather than
harmonises
► UNQUESTIONING SOCIETY
Simple

Complicated

Complex

Big shift should be achieved
by surveying people on being
allies/supportive of LGBTIQ+
community

Focus more on awareness and
education of LGBTIQ+ issues

Sharing personal stores/
experience to contextualise
► international and local
experiences to encourage
more program views

Important to share positive
stories/experiences as well as
the negative ones
► Can be done by sharing
successes and wins
► FAKE NEWS / BEING #WOKE – Breaking out of your bubble
Simple

Complicated

Important to share positive
stories/experiences as well as
the negative ones

Ensure that context is provided ► Creating safe, fun and
when an issue is raised. This
inclusive spaces (not just
allows us to identify particular
for LGBTIQ+ people but
issues and prevents people
potential allies too) so that
becoming defensive/closed off
people can ask questions,
learn, open up and join
conversations to help break
down stigma, stereotypes
and assumptions

► Can be done by sharing
successes and wins
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Appendix 2:
Group 5: Social and political climate polarises rather than
harmonises (continued)
► POLITICAL CLIMATE CAUSES – International / Locally
Simple

Complicated

Complex
UN SDGs don’t have any
LGBTIQ+ specific targets – this
was a conscious decision to
ensure all countries would sign
on (some expressed disdain at
any LGBTIQ+ targets)
► How can we affect
this locally?
► Explain to companies which
support the UN SDGs that
they are a base level and not
completely representative of
our society and goals
How can we influence
international/industry
partners?
► Including LGBTIQ+ people in
the mix even if they don’t feel
safe to attend
► Knowledge sharing
► Representing our
commitment to LGBTIQ+
inclusion
► Set expectations on our
partners to share and
embody our commitment to
diversity and inclusion
Have transparent values so
our partners know
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Appendix 3:
What is needed to mobilise and sustain Pride in Water?
Discussion Category

Notes from participants

Action & quick wins

› Quick action - to create momentum
› Three prioritised actions
› Sustained momentum
› Email group with comms/updates/highlights/challenges/stories
› Let's do it attitude - get actual things done. small steps!
› Think global, act local
› Have a place-based focus for regional areas
› Do some quick things first. - Rainbow information everywhere!

Funding & resources

› Industry commitment - resources (time, money, visibility)
› Funding
› Corporate contribution time allowance
› Assigned time/roles from organisations for a real commitment to
sustain PIW
› Support for PiW contributors from internal management - workloads,
time, etc.
› Sponsorship
› Leadership support/exec support/Leadership champions
› Endorsement / validation
› Addressing single point of failure risk
› Time and a home base

Team to lead/do

› Core leadership team - for Pride in Water from across different agencies
› Industry wide committee - come together annually in person
› Specific representative for each organisation
› Plan of what is going to be worked on and how we achieve it (roles
and responsibilities)
› Accountabilities
› Maintain momentum especially at the senior level
› Working groups / committee structure
› Define the working group
› Way of measuring progress - be deliberate about what we want to
achieve so we can measure how we achieve it and why we did/or didn’t
› Monitoring and evaluation with clear indicators
› Sub-groups to help progress specific programs or initiatives (eg
Midsummer, education program etc)
› Diversity and inclusion steering committee - leverage agenda
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Appendix 3:
What is needed to mobilise and sustain Pride in Water?
Discussion Category

Notes from participants

Events

› Commit to a number of combined / Network events
› Social activities, organisational awareness events
› WSAA event to promote and share the story and commitment,
highlights of what’s been achieved
› Advanced planning for face to face meetings
› Meet ups and events
› Visibility at regional pride and water events

Access to shared
resources

› Online platform to allow sharing of ideas/successes/questions/materials
etc (memes!)
› Ease of access to resources
› Digital meeting platforms
› innovationnetwork.vic.gov.au is an online platform for SIGs to share info

Partnerships

› An industry partner (eg ACON) to help with messaging, symbols etc.
› A formal way for industry to join Pride in Water
› Special Interest Group (SIG) via IWA
› Membership
› Partnership
› Inviting industry partners to join and contribute thereby growing the
community that is committed and bringing the whole industry together
to make change
› Ongoing conversations - regular meetings/communications to keep
momentum and maintain accountability
› Online platform/forum
› Scope of network - who is included?
› Partnerships with those outside the water industry
› Partnership with internal committees - e.g. D&I, YP, social
› Co-governance
› Embracing allies and ally networks as they can provide advice and
expertise that are different
› Support for LGBTI youth organisations
› Engage with local pride networks
› AWEI
› Engage Victorian Public Sector Pride Network
› Reaching out to the broader community
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Appendix 3:
What is needed to mobilise and sustain Pride in Water?
Discussion Category

Notes from participants

Lived experience/
co-design

› Mentoring/support - understand contacts/organisations have specific
areas of expertise or experience
› Co-design
› Voice of those represented included in design and decision making

Inclusion & equity

› Being inclusive of whole LGBTIQ+ communities and allies, not
perpetuating or creating norms
› Understanding and including minorities within LGBTIQ+ community
› Advocate for new water policy

Understand what is
already happening

› External community connection
› Understand more around the targets which have been set by the
Victorian Water Industry - how were the targets defined?
› LGBTIQ + Mentor
› Other networking groups - look at best practice opportunities
› Membership to Pride in Diversity?
› A mentor from another organisation - how to set this up, use knowledge
and experience of someone who has one something similar

Marketing & comms

› Visibility, visibility, visibility
› Ongoing promotional program for Pride in water
› Promotional program to help promote the benefits of diversity - share
any materials that some organisations may have already
› Engagement with organisational comms teams
› Sponsorship (financial or in kind) of events to build visibility
› Merchandise store to provide funds. T-shirts, caps, lanyards, shoe laces.
› Communication pack
› Marketing plan

Clear about what we
expect from each
other

› A shared goal/objective for all
› Strategic priorities
› A consistent and welcoming approach
› Direct linkage to organisations' strategic priorities
› Code of conduct
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Appendix 4:
A selection of supporting statements from Managing
Directors in the Water Industry supporting the Pride
in Water initiative
A full list of statements can be found on the Pride in Water website.

“East Gippsland Water is excited to support
the Pride in Water Network, a fantastic
initiative that allows our people who
identify as LGBTIQ+ and allies to share,
connect and support each other.
As an organisation we recognise that we
each hold power in our words and actions
to create a culturally safe workplace and
we are committed to proving a ‘whole
of person’ approach, because everyone
deserves to feel safe, included and valued.
We also recognise our role as a community
leader in a remote part of Victoria,
appreciating that LGBTIQ+ people in our
community have experienced stigma and
fought for support across the community as
a hidden minority group. We know we are
better when we work together to provide
support, connect and share stories as an
industry, a business and as a community.”

“It is very encouraging to see our industry
show its genuine support and promotion of
the LGBTIQ+ community. Brendan, Jacquie
and the Pride in Water working group have
led the way in raising awareness within the
water industry, celebrating our diversity
and driving support for our LGBTIQ+
people. As the leading association for
the Victorian water industry, VicWater
is pleased to support the Pride in Water
network in making a difference for diversity
and inclusion across the sector.”
Peter Morison – CEO,
VicWater

Steve McKenzie – Managing Director,
East Gippsland Water

“Goulburn Valley Water is committed
to inclusive strategies and actions that
support and celebrate the contribution of
LGBTI+ people in our workforce, industry,
families and communities. Providing a
safe place where all people feel like they
can be themselves and contribute their
best is important to us. The Pride in Water
Network launch is an exciting opportunity
for us to connect with others and support
and celebrate the LGBTI+ community.”

“It’s great to see the water industry
supporting our LGBTIQ employees with the
formation of the Pride in Water Network.
The network will provide an opportunity for
LGBTIQ employees in the water industry a
chance to connect, gain support, guidance
and mentoring. Importantly, the network
will support the creation of workplaces that
are safe and inclusive. I encourage anyone
who is interested to become involved, as
an LGBTIQ person or an ally, so we can all
enjoy an industry place where everyone
feels as though they belong, and where our
differences are valued and celebrated.”
Tracey Slatter – Managing Director,
Barwon Water

Peter Quinn– Managing Director,
Goulburn Valley Water
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Thank you to all of the organisations
that have supported Pride in Water
(as at August 28, 2020)
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This report was released on August 26, 2020.
For further information:
info@prideinwater.com.au
prideinwater.com.au

FOLLOW US

prideinwater.com.au

